
Duets

A duet – one being encountering another – is the smallest unit of social interaction. This minimal but
fundamental truth suffuses Duets by Petra Tejnorová, Tereza Ondrová, Viktor Černický and their
ensemble of assorted performers. In keeping with this simple-but-profound conception, its duets seem
to arise not so much between performers, as between people; more exactly, between living human
bodies.

The event goes like this. First, Ondrová gives a slip of paper to an audience member, inviting her to
come up and follow its written instruction, which says: “Stand facing each other. Find stillness. End
when the moment is complete.” A minute later, that little interaction is done. It is unexpectedly
touching.

Subsequent duets follow a similar pattern, not with genuine audience members but rather the with
project’s untrained participants, who sit among us and are – being as varied and unexceptional as we
are – indistinguishable from us. Sometimes the instruction is projected on screen, sometimes it’s
hidden. Sometime it’s plainly physical – find each other’s breath, touch each other’s faces – and
sometimes it’s more psychologically loaded: what if you meet friend, a stranger? What if you sing
into a part of the other’s body?

There’s something about these anyone-and-everyone bodies who partner Ondrová or Černický, the
plain physics of their encounters combined with their interior, almost secret nature, that makes these
small, undemonstrative duets utterly engrossing.

The effect seems to depend on their momentary quality. A more sustained sequence for Ondrová and
Černický takes the work into more choreographic territory, while two extended scenes – a bop-along
to a Stromae song, a contact duet between a tiny disabled woman and beanpole-tall Černický –
outstay their welcome. The enigma of empathy is both tender, and passing.
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